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These contractual guarantee rules shall be neither extended nor restricted as a result of. Serial
number:. Latest news I think I spend more time on the phone with my ex than I do with my daughter.

She’s the only one who will stay on the phone with me for an entire conversation. My ex, however,
thinks he can get me on the phone in under five minutes. After that, he will cut the conversation

short, brush me off, and disappear. He will be gone for a few days or a few weeks, and then he will
ask me to …...Read more about Silence Calls First of all, I must say that I have a lot of sympathy for
the struggles that a single parent can experience in raising a child. I am certain that single parents

can be great parents. I know several single parents who are great parents because of how they
handle their own individual challenges. However, it can be difficult …...Read more about I’m a Dad,
and I’m a Single Mom Today we have another installment in the our nature vs. nurture series. Our

subject is dandelions. Are you ready? Ok, let’s go! Maybe you should probably be fired from your job
right now. You might think it’s a good idea to light a couple of dandelions on fire, but perhaps the

best way to treat dandelions is with a lawn weed killer. If …...Read more about Dandelions Are
Wanna Be Kids By Common Core State Standards Initiative, teachers are supposed to have taught

their students about the causes of the Holocaust by the time they reach the eighth grade. The
tragedy of the holocaust is examined from three perspectives: the oppressor, the oppressed, and the
bystander. The nature of evil must be seen in order for it to be …...Read more about The Holocaust
Wasn’t Hindered by Lattice-Weaving Risks, risks, and more risks! A couple weeks ago I wrote a post
about life-or-death circumstances that occur in the life of a parent. I opened with the claim that one

of the biggest risks that a parent faces is that of losing a child. Now, I have a confession to make. I’m
not a parent. I’m not even a close family member of …...Read more about The Life-and-Death Risks

That a Parent Faces Health and Hunger A good number of
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